
Why to use TESEO Modular Aluminum pipe ? Q 

 Easy to install  and Handle  
(Lighter than traditional galvanised steel airlines to install and handle) 

 Fast to add more air  outlets at any time even when line is under Pressure   

 Tools required for installation are only a hack saw and an Allen key  

 Flexible to relocate pipe-work to suit your factory / workshop alteration 

 Profitable investment as it pay for itself rapidly .  

A 

  

How TESEO aluminum pipe work is an Energy saving product? Q 
 30% more efficient – the smooth inner bore combined with no air leaks is a 

greater power saving 

 Clean air (no corrosion or rust) means savings on maintenance because through 
reduced filter element and pneumatic valve changing frequencies 

A 

  

What is the max. pressure for AP and HBS TESEO aluminum pipe work ? Q 

 15 bar A 

  

What is the available  diam. of TESEO Aluminum Pipe ? Q 

 DN20 /25/40/50                 ……  for AP 

 DN25 /32/50/63/80/110  ……. for HBS 

A 

  

Can I use PVC piping for my discharge air piping? Q 
No, this is not up to the approved code for compressed air systems.  
The PVC is an oil based product and it does not react properly to heat, vibrations and oil 
vapor that is carried in the air compressor discharge air.  
The PVC is prone to bursting under the normal air pressure and unit operations.  
The best practice is to use aluminum piping and fittings. 

A 

  

Do I need to oversize the TESEO pip diam.  as we do normally with galvanized pipes ? Q 

No, you don't need to over size as TESEO inner piping are smooth and will not 
accumulate solid particles .  

A 

  

What is TESEO ATS ( Air Track system ) and Can we use it for Electrical supply too ?   Q 
It is a unique track and trolley system to provide compressed air and electrical current to 
any point of use along the track . 
It's a supported tool to improve operator comfort and productivity  
You can buy the ATS for compressed Air only  

A 

  

How can we select  the pipe size  for my factory ?  Q 
Main pipe line size will depend on the total capacity of Air compressors and if there any 
expansion plans , sub pipe line size will depend on each point of use total consumption  

A 

  

Can you help us to draw and select the pipe line layout ? Q 
We normally do that before submitting our quotation for that will help us to identify the 
part no. and Qty required to complete the installation . 

A 
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